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Instructional Mentor Reflection

WELCOME, CONNECT, AND OVERVIEW

How do you envision your new role as an instructional mentor?

How might your work impact student learning?
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Outcomes and Agenda – Day 1

WELCOME, CONNECT, AND OVERVIEW

Outcomes Explore the purpose of instructional mentoring and the 
opportunity it provides to create equitable conditions for student 
learning

Examine the components of the instructional mentoring cycle and 
the role that knowing students, standards, and tasks plays when 
planning for effective instruction

Identify components of Optimal Learning Environments (OLE) 
and articulate the knowledge and skills teachers need in order to 
create an Optimal Learning Environment for every student

Use foundational mentoring tools, protocols, and language to 
support mentoring conversations that accelerate teacher practice 
and student learning

Agenda Welcome, Connect, and Overview

Impact of Instructional Mentoring

Engaging in Instructional Mentoring

Knowing Teachers

Accessing Entry Points with the Collaborative Assessment Log

Closure

Creating Optimal Learning Environments
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Outcomes and Agenda – Day 2

CONNECTOR: IDENTIFYING ENTRY POINTS

Outcomes Explore the purpose of instructional mentoring and the opportunity it 
provides to create equitable conditions for student learning

Examine the components of the instructional mentoring cycle and 
the role that knowing students, standards, and tasks plays when 
planning for effective instruction

Identify components of Optimal Learning Environments (OLE) and 
articulate the knowledge and skills teachers need in order to create 
an Optimal Learning Environment for every student

Use foundational mentoring tools, protocols, and language to 
support mentoring conversations that accelerate teacher practice 
and student learning

Agenda Connector: Identifying Entry Points

Exploring Effective Planning

Supporting Standards and Task Alignment

Planning for Equitable Learning

Case of Practice Application

Getting Ready for Mentoring

Getting Started With Planning Conversations

Closure
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Implement Equitable, 
Culturally Responsive,  
and Standards-Aligned 

Curriculum and Instruction

Meet the  
Diverse Needs of 

Every Learner

Create Emotionally, 
Intellectually, and 

Physically Safe  
Environments

• Create positive relationships
that are kind, caring, and
respectful

• Nurture self-awareness,
identity development, and
sense of purpose

• Emphasize effort, supported
risk-taking, and strategies for
academic, social, and
emotional growth

• Support safe and engaged
interactions with co-created
procedures, routines, and
classroom design

• Encourage developmentally
appropriate and culturally
relevant strategies for
expression of emotions and
conflict resolution

• Provide relevant,
challenging content aligned
to grade-level standards
through curriculum that is
adapted and supplemented,
if necessary

• Create an inclusive
community where all aspects
of diversity and learner
variability are understood,
expected, and welcomed

• Engage learners in productive
struggle to support
perseverance and agency
for meeting high expectations
of grade-level standards

• Foster cultural competence
and curiosity to seek others’
perspectives

• Facilitate expression of
reasoned, evidence-based
arguments, thoughts,
and ideas

• Leverage individual strengths
to support academic, social,
and emotional growth

• Create multiple pathways
to learn and demonstrate
learning

• Promote learner agency
with immediate, goal-oriented
feedback and opportunities
for self-directed learning

• Scaffold instruction for every
learner to meet expectations
of the standards through
practices such as modeling,
strategic grouping,
sequenced questioning,
timely feedback, and
practice opportunities

Effective, standards-aligned teaching and learning are only possible when an Optimal Learning Environment  
is in place. In Optimal Learning Environments, instruction addresses the needs of every learner with ever-present 
attention to equity and continuous academic, social, and emotional growth. Educators prioritize knowing their 
students, have deep understanding of the content they teach, and collaborate with each other regularly to  
maximize student success.

Optimal Learning Environments are based on the belief that every student can achieve high expectations. 
Instruction is strengths-based, culturally responsive, and personalized to ensure students meet the demands  
of grade-appropriate standards. Kind, caring, and respectful relationships among adults and students cultivate 
a sense of belonging and identity, and the social and emotional elements of learning are understood to be 
integral to academic success and personal well-being. 

Optimal Learning Environments are supported by a positive, instructionally focused school climate and provide 
intellectually and emotionally safe, engaging classroom communities that are personalized and co-constructed 
by students and adults to support the success of each and every learner.

© 2018 New Teacher Center.  All Rights Reserved. 
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Glossary

Cultural Competence
Awareness of one’s own cultural identity and views 
about difference and the ability to learn and build 
on the varying cultural and community norms of 
students and their families  
(Source: National Education Association)

Culturally Responsive Teaching 
Process of using cultural information and brain-based 
processes to encourage academic mindsets and 
nurture independent learners; involves commitment to:
• develop self-awareness and examine cultural

frames, implicit biases, and assumptions to
address systemic barriers to learning for culturally
and linguistically diverse students

• build safe and engaging, relationship-based
classroom communities

• use information processing protocols and
offer authentic challenges and honest,
actionable feedback

• provide cognitive scaffolding and metacognitive
reflection opportunities 

(Adapted from: Culturally Responsive Teaching & the Brain)

Identity Development
Process of “internally integrating various aspects 
of the self (e.g., beliefs, values, goals, roles, 
experiences) to create a stable and consistent  
sense of one’s ‘wholeness’”  
(Source: Foundations for Young Adult Success, p. 22) 

Learner Agency/Self-Directed Learning
Empowerment of learners to take control/active 
ownership of learning; built on knowledge of 
strengths, identification of learning gaps, belief that 
change can occur with deliberate action; involves 
self-awareness, self-management, self-monitoring, 
choice and voice in how to engage and express 
learning, critical thinking, metacognition, responsible 
decision-making, goal-setting, problem-solving

Learner Variability 
Approach to instruction based in cognitive science 
findings that there are no “average learners”;  
100% of individuals have different ways  to learn

Multiple Pathways 
Use of instructional materials and strategies to 
proactively address barriers and support learning 
that incorporates a variety of methods to:
• engage students (provide choice, align with

student interests) and promote ability to
monitor their own learning (goal-setting,
self-assessment, reflection)

• represent information/content to anticipate
student needs and preferences

• express and demonstrate understanding
(Adapted from: udl-irn.org) 

Personalized Instruction/ 
Personalized Communities
Instruction and classrooms intentionally designed  
to support learner strengths and academic, social, 
and emotional needs based on knowledge and 
understanding of student culture, learning 
differences, preferences, values; students have 
choice in how to pursue/demonstrate learning

Productive Struggle
Effort and use of strategies to engage and persist 
with challenging content; should: 
• lead to understanding/results
• make learning feel attainable and effort

seem worthwhile
• promote student empowerment and agency,

sense of hope, development of higher order
academic skills, and independent learning

Scaffolding
Providing temporary supports and steps to  
allow every learner to access and succeed with 
grade-level standards and expectations; includes 
guidance and feedback on smaller, manageable 
tasks as students move toward proficiency

Self-Awareness
Sense of knowing and understanding what one is 
experiencing, including feelings, thoughts, needs, 
behaviors, values, judgments, and biases 

Sequenced Questioning
Intentional questioning to support gradual 
understanding that first focuses on specific  
phrases and language and connects to prior 
learning to support basic comprehension and 
develop student confidence before moving on 
to more challenging concepts

Standards-Aligned
What is taught (content and academic, social, 
and emotional skills) and how it is taught 
(instructional practice, materials, assessment)  
are grounded in the cognitive demands and  
key shifts of high-quality, grade-appropriate, 
college and career ready standards 

© 2018 New Teacher Center.  All Rights Reserved. 
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Paraphrasing Clarifying

Paraphrasing communicates that the listener…
Listened carefully
Understood what was said 
Extends thinking 
Cares

Paraphrasing involves:
• Restating in your own words
• Summarizing
• Organizing

Possible paraphrasing stems include:
So,…
In other words,…
It sounds like…
There are several key points you’re bringing up…
From what you’re saying,…
You’re primarily concerned with…

Clarifying communicates that the listener has…
Heard what the speaker said,
but does not fully understand what was said

Clarifying involves asking a question (direct or 
implied) to:

• Gather more information
• Discover the meaning of the language used
• Learn more about the speaker’s reasoning
• Seek connections between ideas
• Develop or maintain a focus

Possible clarifying stems include:
Let me see if I understand…
Can you tell me more about…?
It would help me understand if you’d give me an 

example of…
So, are you saying/suggesting…?
What do you mean by…?
How are you feeling about…?

Mediational Questions Non-Judgmental Responses

Mediational questions help bring about a new 
understanding by posing questions that extend 
thinking, learning, and planning.

Mediational questions help the colleague:
• Hypothesize what might happen
• Analyze what worked or didn’t
• Imagine possibilities
• Compare intended plans and outcomes with

what actually happened

Possible mediational question stems include:
What’s another way you might…?
What would it look like if…?
What do you think would happen if…?
How was ___ different from (like)…?
What sort of an impact do you think…?
What criteria do you use to…?
When have you done something like…before?
What do you think about…?
How did you decide…? (come to that conclusion?)
What might you see happening in your  

classroom if…?
What might have contributed to…?
What do you think…might have been thinking 

or feeling?

Non-judgmental responses communicate that the 
listener is open-minded, encouraging, and interested.

Non-judgmental responses help to:
• Build trust
• Promote an internal locus of control
• Encourage self-assessment
• Develop beginning teacher autonomy
• Foster risk-taking

Possible non-judgmental responses include:
Identifying what worked and why

I noticed when you…the students really...
Encouraging

It sounds like you have a number of ideas to 
try out!

Asking the teacher to self-assess
In what ways did the lesson go as you expected?
What didn’t you expect?

Asking the teacher to identify her/his role
What instructional decisions made the 
lesson successful?

Showing enthusiasm for and interest in the teacher’s 
work and thinking

I’m interested in learning/hearing more about…
I’m really looking forward to…

F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  A N D  S U P P O R T 

MENTORING LANGUAGE
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Suggestions Suggestion Stems

Suggestions…
• Are expressed with invitational, positive

language and tone

• Offer choices to encourage ownership

• Are often expressed as a question (or include
a “tag question” to invite further thinking
and elaboration)

• Are achievable—enough to encourage but
not to overwhelm

• May provide information about the mentor’s
thinking and decision-making strategies

• Are, when accompanied by research and/or
rationale, more likely to be either accepted
or elaborated upon by the teacher

Express suggestions that represent using strategic 
practices, embed choices, and encourage thinking/
experimentation:

• Perhaps..., ..., or...might work for…
• From our experience, one thing we’ve noticed…
• Several/some teachers I know have tried different

things in this sort of situation, and maybe one
might work for you…

• What we know about...is…
• Based on your question, something/some things

to keep in mind when dealing with…
• There are a number of approaches…

Following a suggestion with a question invites the 
teacher to imagine/hypothesize how the idea might 
work in their context:

• How might that look in your classroom?
• To what extent might that work in your

situation/with your students?
• What do you imagine might happen if you were

to try something like that with your class?
• Which of these ideas might work best in your

classroom (with your students)?

Teachable Moments Attitudes for Effective Listening

Teachable moments are spontaneous opportunities 
that offer the mentor an entry point to:

• Fill in instructional gaps
• Help the teacher make good choices
• Encourage the teacher to take “the next step”

Taking advantage of a teachable moment involves:
• Sharing in the spirit of support
• Being brief—focus on the essential
• Being strategic
• Avoiding using jargon or sounding pedantic

Possible teachable moment stems include:
One thing to keep in mind is…
If you’re interested in..., it’s important to…
What I know about...is…
It’s sometimes/usually helpful to...when…

Effective listening communicates that the listener is…
• Respectful
• Focused on building the relationship
• Increasing their knowledge and understanding
• Encouraging
• Trustworthy

Effective listening involves:
• Truly hearing what the other person has to say
• Viewing the other person as separate from yourself

with alternative ways of seeing what you see
• Genuinely being able to accept the other person’s

feelings, no matter how different they are from
your own

• Trusting the other person’s capacity to handle,
work through, and find solutions to their
own problems

F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  A N D  S U P P O R T 

MENTORING LANGUAGE
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L

KNOWING TEACHERS 

Guiding Questions Notes

A. Vision of Effective Teaching
• Describe a teaching success. What made

it memorable?
• What are your goals in terms of classroom

environment and community? Consider an
Optimal Learning Environment.

• What is the impact you hope to have on
your students?

B. Experience
• Describe your prior experience and

teaching assignments.
• What experience do you have working

with English learners or students with
learning and attention issues?

C. Subject Matter and Pedagogy
• What are your subject matter/content

area strengths?
• What supports have you found effective for:

– developing academic vocabulary
– engaging students
– promoting agency
– assessing student learning

• In what areas would you like to deepen
your teaching practice?

D. Preferences for Learning and Collaborating
• What is your preferred way to communicate

about logistics (phone, text, email)?
• How would you describe your learning

preference(s)?
• What are the best times/days to meet?
• How comfortable are you with receiving

feedback on your teaching practice?

E. Personal Context
• What are some of your personal interests

and hobbies?
• How does your racial, cultural, and

community background influence your
educational vision and practice?

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________  Mentor/Coach:  ______________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level/Subject Area:  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________   Date:  ________________________________________________

Note: Begin with any category.

 
© 2018 New Teacher Center.  All Rights Reserved. 
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WHAT 

Knowing Teachers helps the mentor/coach build a trusting relationship with teachers 
and gain insights into their philosophy, vision, and theory about effective teaching.  
It also provides information about a teacher’s background, culture, and preferences 
for learning and collaboration to better guide strategic mentoring/coaching and to 
promote professional growth. Knowing Teachers provides entry points for the 
mentor/coach to learn about a teacher’s:

• Vision of effective teaching

• Pre-service or prior career experience

• Subject matter and pedagogical knowledge

• Personal preferences for learning and collaborating

• Personal context

WHY

Building a strong, trusting relationship with each teacher is a crucial first step for the 
mentor/coach. The mentor/coach should be earnestly curious about the teacher’s 
perspectives about professional strengths, preferences, and needs. That information 
can guide strategic and individualized support. Longitudinal studies show that 
“teachers learn by asking questions, sharing information, seeking help, experimenting 
with innovative actions and seeking feedback.”1 Establishing trust early in the 
relationship promotes open dialogue about the many professional successes  
and challenges the teacher will experience.

WHEN (ENTRY POINTS)

• Some teachers may want to prepare for an initial meeting with the mentor/coach by
writing their responses and curating sample artifacts that will demonstrate responses.

• During the first few meetings, a mentor/coach and teacher can discuss selected
topics and share any related artifacts (e.g., teaching philosophy statement).

• In a group setting, teachers can work with partners to discuss topics (e.g., during
an initial PLC meeting). The mentor/coach may follow up individually with teachers.

• Teachers can benefit from reviewing responses as they prepare for a formal
evaluation or similar processes with site administrators or colleagues.

• Consider adding information as you learn more about the teacher throughout the
year and/or reflecting at the end of the year on any changes over time.

1 Wilson, E., & Demetriou, H. (2007). New teacher learning: Substantive knowledge and 
contextual factors. The Curriculum Journal, 18(3), 213–229.

KNOWING TEACHERS 
OVERVIEW
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Steps Description

Prepare for the 
Conversation

• Introduction

• Explain the purpose

• (Re)introduce the tool and determine focus areas

• Gather relevant materials. May include instructional philosophy statement (from
pre-service or other preparation program), personal artifacts that represent experience
as a student, inspirational texts or other documents that exemplify professional
inspirations and/or aspirations, etc.

Discuss Teacher 
Information

• Vision of Effective
Teaching

• Experience

• Subject Matter
and Pedagogy

• Preferences for
Learning and
Collaborating

• Personal Context

• Begin with any section; use the sample or similar questions to learn more about the
teacher’s culture, history, interests, influences, and aspirations

• Take time to explore questions and answers that will support ongoing professional
inquiry and collaboration; use available materials to clarify perspectives, practices,
and intentions

• Acknowledge that some answers will be clarified over time based on professional
practice and responsiveness to the professional context

• Reiterate the value of how committed professional relationships influence professional
growth over time

• Affirm the value of a growth mindset and collaborative professional reflection

Reflect on Work 
Together and  
Bring Closure

• Reflect on how the process can inform upcoming professional communication
and collaboration

• Identify moments (e.g., prior to completing report cards) when it might be useful
to review the tool and further explore how professional experiences are influencing
professional vision, values, and decisions

Knowing Teachers is a flexible tool. Choose appropriate topics and address them in any order.

KNOWING TEACHERS 
STEPS
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L

KNOWING STUDENTS
Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________  Student:  ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level/Subject Area:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Date:  ___________________________________________________

A. Personal Context
What do you know about this student’s:
• Cultural background and self-identification
• Primary language and any other languages spoken
• Interests/strengths/extracurricular activities
• Homelife factors

Evidence:

What else do I need to know?

Next steps:

B. Motivation and Engagement
What do you know about this student’s:
• Primary methods for:

– Acquiring, engaging, and expressing information
– Seeking and offering help
– Giving and receiving feedback

• Motivations
• Ideal learning conditions

Evidence:

What else do I need to know when planning instruction?

Next steps:

C. Social and Emotional Skills
What do you know about this student’s:
• Peer status and relationships
• Self-awareness
• Ability to communicate thoughts and

feelings effectively
• Ability to work effectively in group settings
• Resilience and perseverance

Evidence:

What else do I need to know?

Next steps:

D. Executive Function Skills
(Planning, Organization, and Goal-Setting)

What do you know about this student’s:
• Reflection and self-monitoring
• Short-term memory
• Flexible thinking
• Ability to focus and remain on task
• Perspective-taking

Evidence:

What else do I need to know?

Next steps:

E. Academic
What do you know about this student’s:
• Support for learning (IEP/504, giftedness/RTI/MTSS,

developmental progress, language learning)
• School history (attendance, grades)
• Academic performance:

– Literacy, math, writing, science, social studies
• Specific learning strategies (consider subject area)

Evidence:

What else do I need to know?

Next steps:

F. Consider the student’s academic, social, and emotional strengths and areas for growth:
What academic, social, and emotional learning goals has the student set?

How will you and the student monitor progress toward those goals?
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COLLABORATIVE ASSESSMENT LOG 
OVERVIEW

WHAT 

The Collaborative Assessment Log is a tool that guides ongoing dialogue and work 
between a mentor/coach and a teacher.

It:

• Helps assess a teacher’s practice so that mentors/coaches can target support in
response to authentic needs

• Supports a strengths-based approach

• Structures short- and long-term instructional goal-setting, modeling a process that
can be used with students

• Records next steps for teachers and mentors/coaches

• Provides a graphic organizer to guide the conversation to assess needs, establish
a focus, support teacher’s movement forward, promote accountability

WHY

Research shows that collaborative, job-embedded, regular professional dialogue 
increases teacher efficacy.1 

The Collaborative Assessment Log provides the mentor/coach and teacher with: 

• A consistent framework for assets-based conversations

• A focus for coaching and mentoring interactions

• An ongoing assessment and record of collaboration and growth over time

WHEN (ENTRY POINTS)

• Incorporate the Collaborative Assessment Log as appropriate in your ongoing
conversations with teachers

• Introduce the tool to the teacher in your first meeting

1 Darling-Hammond, L., & Richardson, N. (2009). Research review/Teacher learning: 

What matters? How Teachers Learn, 66(5), 46–53.
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COLLABORATIVE ASSESSMENT LOG 
STEPS

Steps Description

Prepare Yourself and 
the Teacher

• Encourage the teacher to reflect upon recent successes and challenges prior
to meeting

Acknowledge What’s 
Working

Encourage the teacher to:
• Describe recent examples of successful practices
• Cite evidence of how instructional decisions led to successes

Consider:
• Sharing evidence-based successes you’ve observed, if the teacher cannot

think of any
• Recording successes on the Collaborative Assessment Log in the language

of teaching standards to identify and articulate the areas of professional
growth a teacher’s specific accomplishments address

Identify, Prioritize, and 
Discuss Current Focus, 
Challenges, and Concerns

Take the time to:
• Paraphrase and ask questions to clarify teacher concerns
• Consider using phrases from specific teaching standards when recording

successes; draw attention to how accomplishments lead toward
standards-specific growth over time

Be sure to:
• Help the teacher prioritize the concerns shared
• Establish a focus for the conversation
• Bring critical issues to the conversation as needed

Set Next Steps Focus on:
• Setting next steps that are doable
• Setting a few measurable short-term objectives
• Identifying and clarifying commitments for both teacher and mentor/coach
• Offering support to help build trust and accountability

Reflect on Work Together 
and Bring Closure

• Reflect on how the work together has influenced practice
• Reconfirm agreements and next steps
• Set a date and desired focus for the following meeting
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  1  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________ Completed by: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level/Subject Area:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Date:  ___________________________________________________

I. Standards-Based Content

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation on standards alignment.

A. Which cluster(s), standard(s), or part(s) thereof are targeted in this lesson?

B. Are they at course/grade level?

n  Yes
n  No

C. If the targeted cluster(s), standard(s), or part(s) thereof are not at course/grade level, provide a rationale.

D. What knowledge, skills, and actions will students be able to demonstrate by the end of the lesson, as required by
the standard(s)?

E. For mathematics lessons: Check all of the
aspect(s) of rigor that are targeted in the
standard(s) or parts thereof.

n Conceptual understanding: Words to look for in the standard 
include understand, interpret, recognize, describe, and explain.

n Procedural skills and fluency: Words that signal procedural skill 
and fluency include fluently, compute, convert, and solve.

n Application: Phrases that signal application include real-world 
and word problems.

F. For mathematics lessons: How are these targeted aspect(s) of rigor addressed in the lesson?

Clarify Lesson Context

A. Teaching Standard or Goal:

B. How does this lesson connect to what was previously taught and what will be taught? How will those connections be
made explicit in this lesson?

C. What are considerations regarding students’ interests, cultures, backgrounds, prior knowledge, and/or struggles?
Other considerations?

D. What social and emotional competencies will be required for you and the students to be successful?
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  2  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE

II. Teaching Practices

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about planning for teaching practices.

A. What explanations, representations, and examples will make the content clear and support understanding for every student?
B. What sequence of questions and/or student responses will build content knowledge and scaffold learning for every student?
C. What misconceptions and/or knowledge gaps can be anticipated? How might they be addressed? What extension

opportunities might be included?
D. What practices might be used to formatively assess student learning?
E. What practices will shift the academic struggle to the students?
F. What culturally responsive practices might be used to engage students and support their learning? What resources are

needed to do so?
G. What routines and procedures will ensure students spend the majority of their time engaged in lesson content?
H. How will student agency be supported through specific feedback and multiple pathways for learning?

G. For literacy lessons: Is the complexity of the
text(s) appropriate for this standard, lesson,
and course/grade level, and time of year?

Quantitative Measures (i.e., Lexile):

Qualitative Dimensions (meaning/purpose, structure, language, 
knowledge demands):

Reader/Task Considerations:

H. For literacy lessons: Describe how the majority of the lesson will be spent reading, writing, or speaking about
grade-level text(s).

I. Task Alignment:

n Aligned: Addresses knowledge and skills of the grade-level cluster(s), grade-level content standard(s), or
part(s) thereof

n Not Aligned: Does not address knowledge and skills of the grade-level cluster(s), grade-level content
standard(s), or part(s) thereof

J. How could the task be modified to improve alignment?
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  3  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE

III. Student Actions

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about planning for student actions and engagement.

What opportunities will students have to:
A. Use academic vocabulary and precise language
B. Direct and make choices about their own learning
C. Engage in dialogue that clarifies and extends their learning
D. Persevere with challenging tasks or content
E. Practice with content and give and receive feedback

IV. Classroom Interactions

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about productive and inclusive interactions among learners.

A. What (word choices, gestures, tone, and/or actions) will convey confidence that every student can meet high
expectations, while fostering respect for cultural diversity and learner variability?

B. What co-constructed routines, procedures, and norms support respectful interactions and reflect care for students’
physical, emotional, and intellectual well-being?

C. What standards-based tasks or prompts will allow students to effectively collaborate and build on each other’s
comments and ideas?

D. What established relationships, routines, and procedures will promote learner agency to set goals, offer help and
feedback, and seek help from adults, peers, or resources when needed?

Next Steps 
Possibilities may include creating or examining a follow-up lesson plan, observing classroom instruction, or analyzing 
student work.
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PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE 
OVERVIEW

WHAT 
The Planning Conversation Guide allows a mentor/coach to support teachers in 
analyzing or planning a standards-aligned lesson based on knowledge of students 
and content to meet the needs of every learner. It supports: 
• Standards-Based Content: connecting targeted knowledge and skills to students’

prior knowledge
• Teaching Practices: increasing student engagement and access to the content
• Student Actions: encouraging students to extend their thinking and justify ideas by

implementing multiple pathways for students to learn and demonstrate learning
• Classroom Interactions: establishing routines, procedures, and norms to create

an emotionally and intellectually safe environment that fosters collaboration,
risk-taking, and respect for diversity.

WHY
Effective teachers plan effective lessons that shape how and what students learn and 
also impact students’ attitudes toward learning.1 Planning lessons that address both 
content standards and students’ needs can be difficult for teachers. Supporting 
teachers to assess and address students’ varied learning strengths and needs is  
one of the most important responsibilities of a mentor/coach. Collaborative lesson 
planning conversations help ensure that classroom instruction aligns with content 
standards and learning objectives and enables students to successfully demonstrate 
their learning. With this support, teachers gradually learn to incorporate these goals 
into all planning and teaching. 

The Planning Conversation Guide provides the mentor/coach and teacher with an 
opportunity for professional dialogue focused on: 
• Ongoing assessment of what students know and need to learn and promising

practices tailored to students/context
• High expectations for teachers and their students and the supports necessary

to meet/exceed those expectations
• Professional habits of mind such as being curious, reflective, and persistent.

Mentors/coaches model and support a growth mindset through their work with
teachers; the same mindsets are critical for student success

WHEN (ENTRY POINTS)
• Before a formal/informal classroom observation to discuss or analyze the

observation lesson
• After a classroom observation or analyzing student work to support analyzing or

discussing a follow-up lesson
• Any time a teacher seeks to create or adapt a lesson based on student learning assets

and/or priorities or has questions about Optimal Learning Environments, a new
or modified instructional initiative (district or school level), or other professional query
that can be answered by deeper analysis of curricular and instructional choices

1 Tomlinson, C. A. (2016). Lesson plans well served. Educational Leadership 74(2), 89–90. 
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PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE 
STEPS

Steps Description

Prepare for the 
Conversation

• Clarify the tool’s purpose and review the layout.

• Ensure access to useful materials, including: learning standards, curriculum guides,
instructional materials, rubric or other detailed assessment instrument, other relevant
data (e.g., prior lesson observation notes, Knowing Students, student surveys about
the content), and professional teaching standards.

Clarify Lesson 
Context

• Discuss teaching standard or goal.
• Ask the teacher to describe how the lesson fits with what was previously taught and will

be taught.
• Discuss considerations of students’ interests, background, culture, and social and

emotional competencies. Focus on students’ strengths and needs.
• Encourage the teacher to reflect on their own social and emotional competencies in

relation to the lesson.

Analyze the Task 
and Standard
I. Standards-Based

Content

• If not done previously, engage in the task before completing this section—either
collaboratively with your teacher or independently—in order to determine alignment
and surface possible student misconceptions.

• Identify the targeted standard(s). If not at grade level, discuss rationale.
• The standard(s) may be addressed across multiple lessons or throughout a unit and/

or course. This lesson may address part(s) of a standard.
• Discuss what students should know and be able to do by the end of the lesson.
• Co-examine the task(s) to determine its alignment with the standard(s). Modify

the task, if necessary, to align with the standard(s).

Analyze/Explore 
the Lesson
Sections II–IV: 
• Teaching Practices
• Student Actions
• Classroom

Interactions

• Discuss selected questions related to the lesson focus and the professional teaching
standard. You do not need to discuss every question.

• While exploring answers, consider identified student learning strengths and needs as
well as classroom context and particular aspects of an Optimal Learning Environment
(refer to data from Knowing Students, Analyzing Student Learning, and similar tools).

• Identify which, if any, questions will be further answered with classroom observation
data (collected prior to or during the lesson).

Set Next Steps
Next Steps

• Summarize the conversation.

• Set next steps; consider follow-up lesson plan, observing classroom instruction, or
analyzing student work.

Reflect on Work 
Together and  
Bring Closure

• Reflect on how the conversation is influencing instructional design processes,
especially those related to the professional teaching standard(s).

• Confirm next steps (what, when, who, how).
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Common Core State Standards 
Shifts in Mathematics
1. Focus strongly where the

Standards focus
Focus: The Standards call for a greater focus in mathematics. Rather than 
racing to cover topics in a mile-wide, inch-deep curriculum, the Standards 
require us to significantly narrow and deepen the way time and energy is spent 
in the math classroom. We focus deeply on the major work* of each grade so 
that students can gain strong foundations: solid conceptual understanding, 
a high degree of procedural skill and fluency, and the ability to apply the 
math they know to solve problems inside and outside the math classroom. 

2. Coherence: think across
grades, and link to major topics
within grades

Thinking across grades: The Standards are designed around coherent 
progressions from grade to grade. Learning is carefully connected 
across grades so that students can build new understanding 
onto foundations built in previous years. Each standard is not 
a new event, but an extension of previous learning. 

Linking to major topics: Instead of allowing additional or supporting 
topics to detract from the focus of the grade, these concepts serve the 
grade level focus. For example, instead of data displays as an end in 
themselves, they are an opportunity to do grade-level word problems.

3.  Rigor: in major topics* pursue:
• conceptual understanding,
•  procedural skill and fluency,

and
• application with equal intensity.      

Conceptual understanding: The Standards call for conceptual understanding 
of key concepts, such as place value and ratios. Students must be able 
to access concepts from a number of perspectives so that they are able 
to see math as more than a set of mnemonics or discrete procedures. 

Procedural skill and fluency: The Standards call for speed and 
accuracy in calculation. Students are given opportunities to practice 
core functions such as single-digit multiplication so that they 
have access to more complex concepts and procedures.

Application: The Standards call for students to use math flexibly for 
applications in problem-solving contexts. In content areas outside 
of math, particularly science, students are given the opportunity 
to use math to make meaning of and access content.

High-level Summary of Major Work in Grades K–8
K–2 Addition and subtraction—concepts, skills, and problem solving; place value   
3–5 Multiplication and division of whole numbers and fractions—concepts, skills, and problem solving  

6 Ratios and proportional relationships; early expressions and equations  
7 Ratios and proportional relationships; arithmetic of rational numbers   
8 Linear algebra and linear functions    

* For a list of major, additional and supporting clusters by grade,

please refer to ‘Focus in Math’ at achievethecore.org/focus pp. 4–12

more on the shifts at achievethecore.org
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Common Core Shifts for  
English Language Arts/Literacy
1.  Regular practice with complex

text and its academic language
Rather than focusing solely on the skills of reading and writing, the Standards 
highlight the growing complexity of the texts students must read to be ready 
for the demands of college and careers. The Standards build a staircase of 
text complexity so that all students are ready for the demands of college- and 
career-level reading no later than the end of high school. Closely related to 
text complexity—and inextricably connected to reading comprehension—is a 
focus on academic vocabulary: words that appear in a variety of content areas 
(such as ignite and commit).

2. Reading, writing and speaking
grounded in evidence from text,
both literary and informational

The Standards place a premium on students writing to sources, i.e., using 
evidence from texts to present careful analyses, well-defended claims, and 
clear information. Rather than asking students questions they can answer 
solely from their prior knowledge or experience, the Standards expect students 
to answer questions that depend on their having read the text or texts with 
care.  The Standards also require the cultivation of narrative writing throughout 
the grades, and in later grades a command of sequence and detail will be 
essential for effective argumentative and informational writing.  

Likewise, the reading standards focus on students’ ability to read carefully 
and grasp information, arguments, ideas and details based on text evidence. 
Students should be able to answer a range of text-dependent questions, 
questions in which the answers require inferences based on careful attention 
to the text.

3. Building knowledge through
content-rich nonfiction

Building knowledge through content rich nonfiction plays an essential role 
in literacy and in the Standards. In K–5, fulfilling the standards requires a 
50–50 balance between informational and literary reading.  Informational 
reading primarily includes content rich nonfiction in history/social studies, 
science and the arts; the K–5 Standards strongly recommend that students 
build coherent general knowledge both within each year and across years.  
In 6–12, ELA classes place much greater attention to a specific category of 
informational text—literary nonfiction—than has been traditional.  In grades 
6–12, the Standards for literacy in history/social studies, science and technical 
subjects ensure that students can independently build knowledge in these 
disciplines through reading and writing. 

To be clear, the Standards do require substantial attention to literature 
throughout K–12, as half of the required work in K–5 and the core of the work 
of 6–12 ELA teachers.   

more on the shifts at achievethecore.org
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Identifying  Concepts,  Procedures,  and  Applications

ALIGNING  STANDARDS  AND  TASKS

Identifying Concepts, Procedures, and Applications 

It’s a conceptual understanding item if… 

– it assesses a mathematical concept.

– it rewards understanding of a targeted concept over brute-force
skill.

It’s a procedural skill and/or fluency item if… 

– there is no context, and

– students must use a skill or process to solve a purely mathematical
item.

It’s an application item if… 

– there is a context.

– students must use a context to decide what mathematical skills or
concepts to use.
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  1  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________ Completed by: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level/Subject Area:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Date:  ___________________________________________________

I. Standards-Based Content

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation on standards alignment.

A. Which cluster(s), standard(s), or part(s) thereof are targeted in this lesson?

B. Are they at course/grade level?

n  Yes
n  No

C. If the targeted cluster(s), standard(s), or part(s) thereof are not at course/grade level, provide a rationale.

D. What knowledge, skills, and actions will students be able to demonstrate by the end of the lesson, as required by
the standard(s)?

E. For mathematics lessons: Check all of the
aspect(s) of rigor that are targeted in the
standard(s) or parts thereof.

n Conceptual understanding: Words to look for in the standard 
include understand, interpret, recognize, describe, and explain.

n Procedural skills and fluency: Words that signal procedural skill 
and fluency include fluently, compute, convert, and solve.

n Application: Phrases that signal application include real-world 
and word problems.

F. For mathematics lessons: How are these targeted aspect(s) of rigor addressed in the lesson?

Clarify Lesson Context

A. Teaching Standard or Goal:

B. How does this lesson connect to what was previously taught and what will be taught? How will those connections be
made explicit in this lesson?

C. What are considerations regarding students’ interests, cultures, backgrounds, prior knowledge, and/or struggles?
Other considerations?

D. What social and emotional competencies will be required for you and the students to be successful?

Sanyi

3rd grade ELA

Plan, Instr, and Design Learning Exper. for all students
Demonstrating knowledge of content and demonstrating knowledge of student

The unit is focused on reading and writing informational texts, focusing on main ideas and key details. Unit also works on building 
students’ knowledge on where water is found and the movement of water. Students have been reading informational texts and 
identifying main idea and supporting key details, and also writing informational texts including main idea and key details. 

Struggling readers in the class have been challenged with identifying main idea and key details. Vocabulary, especially that 
dealing with bodies of water, has been challenging for students who don’t have the prior experience.

Self-management for students to persevere with the text, relationship skills when working in groups on main ideas and key details, 
and prosocial culture, climate, and community to ensure that students can respectfully disagree with each other in discussions.

RI.3.2: Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the main idea.
RI.3.8: Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, 
first/second/third in a sequence).

Identify the main idea and key details that support the main idea from the text “River to the Sea.” Explain how the key 
details support the main idea. See how sentences are connected within text. 

Ellen

9/28/18

✓
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  2  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE

II. Teaching Practices

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about planning for teaching practices.

A. What explanations, representations, and examples will make the content clear and support understanding for every student?
B. What sequence of questions and/or student responses will build content knowledge and scaffold learning for every student?
C. What misconceptions and/or knowledge gaps can be anticipated? How might they be addressed? What extension

opportunities might be included?
D. What practices might be used to formatively assess student learning?
E. What practices will shift the academic struggle to the students?
F. What culturally responsive practices might be used to engage students and support their learning? What resources are

needed to do so?
G. What routines and procedures will ensure students spend the majority of their time engaged in lesson content?
H. How will student agency be supported through specific feedback and multiple pathways for learning?

G. For literacy lessons: Is the complexity of the
text(s) appropriate for this standard, lesson,
and course/grade level and time of year?

Quantitative Measures (i.e., Lexile):

Qualitative Dimensions (meaning/purpose, structure, language, 
knowledge demands):

Reader/Task Considerations:

H. For literacy lessons: Describe how the majority of the lesson will be spent reading, writing, or speaking about
grade-level text(s).

I. Task Alignment:

n Aligned: Addresses knowledge and skills of the grade-level cluster(s), grade-level content standard(s), or
part(s) thereof

n Not Aligned: Does not address knowledge and skills of the grade-level cluster(s), grade-level content 
standard(s), or part(s) thereof

J. How could the task be modified to improve alignment?

✓

B.
Circulate around the room while students are working in groups on the main idea and also when they’re working on key details, note which 
students are accurate and which are still struggling with concepts. 
When whole class comes together to reach consensus on main idea, sequence student responses—including accurate and inaccurate responses—
and ask those selected students to share with the whole class to support the whole class exploration of the main idea. 
While circulating, ask scaffolding questions of individual students who may be struggling with determining either main idea or key details. Some 
scaffolding questions include:
Is this information “need to know,” or “nice to know”?
What can you point to in the text that proves that this is the main idea?
What do you think is the reason why the author wrote this text?
What is the text trying to tell us? How do you know?
How do you know that detail supports the main idea?

Instead of providing a correct main idea, ask students to share their main ideas and then discuss and come to consensus on 
main idea. Students will be asked to not just identify key details, but explain how the key details support the main idea.

Purpose and structure not complex; straightforward. Knowledge demands of bodies of 
water and geography are moderately to very complex, and some language (vocabulary) 
will be moderately to very complex (skimming, trickle, current, bend, launched).

Students read text, identify main idea and key details in groups, and examine 
words used to connect sentences.

Students will spend the majority of the lesson reading the text to identify the main idea and key details, will be speaking
about the text in small groups, and writing main ideas and key details.

700–800L
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  3  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE

III. Student Actions

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about planning for student actions and engagement.

What opportunities will students have to:
A. Use academic vocabulary and precise language
B. Direct and make choices about their own learning
C. Engage in dialogue that clarifies and extends their learning
D. Persevere with challenging tasks or content
E. Practice with content and give and receive feedback

IV. Classroom Interactions

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about productive and inclusive interactions among learners.

A. What (word choices, gestures, tone, and/or actions) will convey confidence that every student can meet high
expectations, while fostering respect for cultural diversity and learner variability?

B. What co-constructed routines, procedures, and norms support respectful interactions and reflect care for students’
physical, emotional, and intellectual well-being?

C. What standards-based tasks or prompts will allow students to effectively collaborate and build on each other’s
comments and ideas?

D. What established relationships, routines, and procedures will promote learner agency to set goals, offer help and
feedback, and seek help from adults, peers, or resources when needed?

Next Steps 
Possibilities may include creating or examining a follow-up lesson plan, observing classroom instruction, or analyzing 
student work.

D. 
With challenging vocabulary, students will read text individually first and circle/highlight words/phrases that are challenging or 
that they don’t understand. 
Then with a partner, students share challenging words/phrases and discuss what they think the meaning could be together.
Whole group only discusses words/phrases that students were unable to figure out with partners.
Students determine main idea, then discuss as a class and come to consensus after hearing each other’s main ideas, rather than 
being given the “correct” main idea.
Students discuss why they select key details with a partner/small group, and how they support the main idea.

B.
Use sentence starters or stems to encourage and support respectful discussion when individual students share their main ideas 
or key details with the whole class, in order to engage in conversations where students may not agree with each other, but are 
still respectful.
Teacher framing: remind students of expectations of respectful interactions, and the importance of taking intellectual risks, and 
supporting each other to take intellectual risks.
When students are sharing with the whole class, they may bring their partner up with them, or if sharing from their seats, they 
may use their partner to respond to questions raised by other students.

Bring student work from lesson showing their main idea and key details to the next meeting, to determine how 
students are progressing toward standard. Meet prior to the end of unit assessment (approximately 2 weeks away). 
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  1  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________ Completed by: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level/Subject Area:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Date:  ___________________________________________________

I. Standards-Based Content

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation on standards alignment.

A. Which cluster(s), standard(s), or part(s) thereof are targeted in this lesson?

B. Are they at course/grade level?

n  Yes
n  No

C. If the targeted cluster(s), standard(s), or part(s) thereof are not at course/grade level, provide a rationale.

D. What knowledge, skills, and actions will students be able to demonstrate by the end of the lesson, as required by
the standard(s)?

E. For mathematics lessons: Check all of the
aspect(s) of rigor that are targeted in the
standard(s) or parts thereof.

n Conceptual understanding: Words to look for in the standard 
include understand, interpret, recognize, describe, and explain.

n Procedural skills and fluency: Words that signal procedural skill 
and fluency include fluently, compute, convert, and solve.

n Application: Phrases that signal application include real-world 
and word problems.

F. For mathematics lessons: How are these targeted aspect(s) of rigor addressed in the lesson?

Clarify Lesson Context

A. Teaching Standard or Goal:

B. How does this lesson connect to what was previously taught and what will be taught? How will those connections be
made explicit in this lesson?

C. What are considerations regarding students’ interests, cultures, backgrounds, prior knowledge, and/or struggles?
Other considerations?

D. What social and emotional competencies will be required for you and the students to be successful?

Sanyi

1st grade Math

Plan, Instr, and Design Learning Exper. for all students
Demonstrating knowledge of content and demonstrating knowledge of student

Students have been working on two-digit numbers, and understanding place value and creating tens. They have just started working 
on adding two digit numbers within 100—adding a two digit number with a one digit number, two digits without regrouping, some 
with regrouping, missing addends, etc. This lesson continues that work.

Some students are really close to already being fluent in this work, some students are really still struggling with place value A third 
group of students—large number of them—in the middle who are still developing their understanding, and the use of regrouping 
with manipulatives. Also students still challenged with sharing their reasoning using mathematical language.

Self-management for students to persevere with the task, relationship skills when working with partners on problems, and 
prosocial culture, climate, and community to ensure that students can respectfully discuss incorrect solutions as a class.

1.NBT.C.4: Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number, and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using
concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction;
relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.
1.NBT.B.2: Understand that the two digits of a two-digit number represent amounts of tens and ones.

Students will be able to convey their understanding of base tens and place value, and be able to use that knowledge 
to add two digit numbers. Students will be able to understand that there is not just one way to solve a problem, and 
broaden their understanding of various solution strategies. 

There are a couple of opportunities for students to practice conceptual understanding when they have to explain the strategy used 
in the whole group portion of the lesson. However, the practice problems focus primarily on procedural fluency, as students are not 
asked to explain their reasoning, or offered different strategies or methods to solve the problems. Also, in the whole group discussion 
when the teacher explains why Student C is incorrect, that removes a conceptual understanding opportunity from the students.

Ellen

9/28/18

✓

✓
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  2  O F  3 

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE

 © 2018 New Teacher Center. All rights reserved.    TL-PCG-US-1802-EN

II. Teaching Practices

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about planning for teaching practices.

A. What explanations, representations, and examples will make the content clear and support understanding for every student?
B. What sequence of questions and/or student responses will build content knowledge and scaffold learning for every student?
C. What misconceptions and/or knowledge gaps can be anticipated? How might they be addressed? What extension 

opportunities might be included?
D. What practices might be used to formatively assess student learning?
E. What practices will shift the academic struggle to the students?
F. What culturally responsive practices might be used to engage students and support their learning? What resources are 

needed to do so?
G. What routines and procedures will ensure students spend the majority of their time engaged in lesson content?
H. How will student agency be supported through specific feedback and multiple pathways for learning?

G. For literacy lessons: Is the complexity of the 
text(s) appropriate for this standard, lesson, 
and course/grade level and time of year? 

Quantitative Measures (i.e., Lexile):

Qualitative Dimensions (meaning/purpose, structure, language, 
knowledge demands):

Reader/Task Considerations:

H. For literacy lessons: Describe how the majority of the lesson will be spent reading, writing, or speaking about  
grade-level text(s).

I. Task Alignment:

n Aligned: Addresses knowledge and skills of the grade-level cluster(s), grade-level content standard(s), or  
part(s) thereof

n Not Aligned: Does not address knowledge and skills of the grade-level cluster(s), grade-level content  
standard(s), or part(s) thereof

J. How could the task be modified to improve alignment?

✓

B.
Use students’ own work during whole group time instead of the answers provided in lesson plan of Student A, B, C.
While students are working both during whole group time and when working on practice problems with partner and individually, 
circulate and ask scaffolding questions to support students, such as: 
How many do you have in the ones house, and in the tens house? 
Talk to me about how you came up with that answer.
When you have more than 10 in the ones house, then what do you do?
Also while circulating to ask scaffolding questions, monitor for correct and incorrect solutions.
Sequence student responses in front of whole group that include correct and incorrect solutions, to focus on how they reached the 
solutions, and deepen whole class conceptual understanding.

Ask students to explain why Student C’s solution is incorrect, rather than explaining it to the students.
Offer different strategies for students to use to solve the practice problems, including base ten blocks, drawings, table mats, 
and other models.
During the practice problems, ask students to explain their reasoning in how they solved the problem, and why.
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  3  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE

III. Student Actions

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about planning for student actions and engagement.

What opportunities will students have to:
A. Use academic vocabulary and precise language
B. Direct and make choices about their own learning
C. Engage in dialogue that clarifies and extends their learning
D. Persevere with challenging tasks or content
E. Practice with content and give and receive feedback

IV. Classroom Interactions

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about productive and inclusive interactions among learners.

A. What (word choices, gestures, tone, and/or actions) will convey confidence that every student can meet high
expectations, while fostering respect for cultural diversity and learner variability?

B. What co-constructed routines, procedures, and norms support respectful interactions and reflect care for students’
physical, emotional, and intellectual well-being?

C. What standards-based tasks or prompts will allow students to effectively collaborate and build on each other’s
comments and ideas?

D. What established relationships, routines, and procedures will promote learner agency to set goals, offer help and
feedback, and seek help from adults, peers, or resources when needed?

Next Steps 
Possibilities may include creating or examining a follow-up lesson plan, observing classroom instruction, or analyzing 
student work.

D.
Use student work instead of work provided in lesson plan for Students A, B, C.
Ask students to discuss as a whole class why a solution might be incorrect.
While students are working on practice problems with partners and individually, circulate and ask scaffolding questions to push 
students to explain their reasoning and “show what they know.”
Monitor, select, and sequence student responses with whole class to support students’ conceptual understanding, and consider 
various strategies to reach a solution.

B.
Use sentence starters that are used when engaging in a conversation about texts or other topics to encourage respectful 
dialogue and give students a way to express constructive feedback or disagreement without disrespecting or emotionally 
harming another student.
Give framing to class at the beginning about taking intellectual risks, growth mindsets, and supporting each other as learners, 
so when students are asked to share their responses in front of class that are incorrect, they feel confident to do so.

Bring in student work from lesson to next meeting, to check on progress and determine next steps in planning for 
students who might still be struggling with place value, making tens, or adding two-digit numbers.
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  1  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________ Completed by: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level/Subject Area:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Date:  ___________________________________________________

I. Standards-Based Content

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation on standards alignment.

A. Which cluster(s), standard(s), or part(s) thereof are targeted in this lesson?

B. Are they at course/grade level?

n  Yes
n  No

C. If the targeted cluster(s), standard(s), or part(s) thereof are not at course/grade level, provide a rationale.

D. What knowledge, skills, and actions will students be able to demonstrate by the end of the lesson, as required by
the standard(s)?

E. For mathematics lessons: Check all of the
aspect(s) of rigor that are targeted in the
standard(s) or parts thereof.

n Conceptual understanding: Words to look for in the standard 
include understand, interpret, recognize, describe, and explain.

n Procedural skills and fluency: Words that signal procedural skill 
and fluency include fluently, compute, convert, and solve.

n Application: Phrases that signal application include real-world 
and word problems.

F. For mathematics lessons: How are these targeted aspect(s) of rigor addressed in the lesson?

Clarify Lesson Context

A. Teaching Standard or Goal:

B. How does this lesson connect to what was previously taught and what will be taught? How will those connections be
made explicit in this lesson?

C. What are considerations regarding students’ interests, cultures, backgrounds, prior knowledge, and/or struggles?
Other considerations?

D. What social and emotional competencies will be required for you and the students to be successful?
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  2  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE

II. Teaching Practices

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about planning for teaching practices.

A. What explanations, representations, and examples will make the content clear and support understanding for every student?
B. What sequence of questions and/or student responses will build content knowledge and scaffold learning for every student?
C. What misconceptions and/or knowledge gaps can be anticipated? How might they be addressed? What extension

opportunities might be included?
D. What practices might be used to formatively assess student learning?
E. What practices will shift the academic struggle to the students?
F. What culturally responsive practices might be used to engage students and support their learning? What resources are

needed to do so?
G. What routines and procedures will ensure students spend the majority of their time engaged in lesson content?
H. How will student agency be supported through specific feedback and multiple pathways for learning?

G. For literacy lessons: Is the complexity of the
text(s) appropriate for this standard, lesson,
and course/grade level, and time of year?

Quantitative Measures (i.e., Lexile):

Qualitative Dimensions (meaning/purpose, structure, language, 
knowledge demands):

Reader/Task Considerations:

H. For literacy lessons: Describe how the majority of the lesson will be spent reading, writing, or speaking about
grade-level text(s).

I. Task Alignment:

n Aligned: Addresses knowledge and skills of the grade-level cluster(s), grade-level content standard(s), or
part(s) thereof

n Not Aligned: Does not address knowledge and skills of the grade-level cluster(s), grade-level content
standard(s), or part(s) thereof

J. How could the task be modified to improve alignment?
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L  P A G E  3  O F  3

PLANNING CONVERSATION GUIDE

III. Student Actions

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about planning for student actions and engagement.

What opportunities will students have to:
A. Use academic vocabulary and precise language
B. Direct and make choices about their own learning
C. Engage in dialogue that clarifies and extends their learning
D. Persevere with challenging tasks or content
E. Practice with content and give and receive feedback

IV. Classroom Interactions

Select appropriate questions that will support a conversation about productive and inclusive interactions among learners.

A. What (word choices, gestures, tone, and/or actions) will convey confidence that every student can meet high
expectations, while fostering respect for cultural diversity and learner variability?

B. What co-constructed routines, procedures, and norms support respectful interactions and reflect care for students’
physical, emotional, and intellectual well-being?

C. What standards-based tasks or prompts will allow students to effectively collaborate and build on each other’s
comments and ideas?

D. What established relationships, routines, and procedures will promote learner agency to set goals, offer help and
feedback, and seek help from adults, peers, or resources when needed?

Next Steps 
Possibilities may include creating or examining a follow-up lesson plan, observing classroom instruction, or analyzing 
student work.
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Phases	  of	  First-‐Year	  Teaching	  
By	  Ellen	  Moir	  

First-‐year	  teaching	  is	  a	  difficult	  challenge.	  Equally	  challenging	  is	  figuring	  out	  ways	  to	  support	  and	  assist	  
beginning	  teachers	  as	  they	  enter	  the	  profession.	  Since	  1988,	  the	  Santa	  Cruz	  New	  Teacher	  Project	  has	  
been	  working	  to	  support	  the	  efforts	  of	  new	  teachers.	  After	  supporting	  nearly	  1,500	  new	  teachers,	  we	  
noted	  a	  number	  of	  developmental	  phases.	  While	  not	  every	  new	  teacher	  goes	  through	  this	  exact	  
sequence,	  these	  phases	  are	  very	  useful	  in	  helping	  everyone	  involved—administrators,	  other	  support	  
personnel,	  and	  teacher	  education	  faculty—in	  the	  process	  of	  supporting	  new	  teachers.	  These	  teachers	  
move	  through	  several	  phases—from	  anticipation,	  to	  survival,	  to	  disillusionment,	  to	  rejuvenation,	  to	  
reflection,	  then	  back	  to	  anticipation.	  Here’s	  a	  look	  at	  the	  stages	  through	  which	  new	  teachers	  move	  
during	  that	  crucial	  first	  year.	  New	  teacher	  quotations	  are	  taken	  from	  journal	  entries	  and	  end-‐of-‐year	  
program	  evaluations.	  

Anticipation	  Phase	  

The	  anticipation	  phase	  begins	  during	  the	  student	  teaching	  portion	  of	  preservice	  preparation.	  The	  closer	  
student	  teachers	  get	  to	  completing	  their	  assignment,	  the	  more	  excited	  and	  anxious	  they	  become	  about	  
their	  first	  teaching	  position.	  They	  tend	  to	  romanticize	  the	  role	  of	  the	  teacher	  and	  the	  position.	  New	  
teachers	  enter	  with	  a	  tremendous	  commitment	  to	  making	  a	  difference	  and	  a	  somewhat	  idealistic	  view	  
of	  how	  to	  accomplish	  their	  goals.	  “I	  was	  elated	  to	  get	  the	  job	  but	  terrified	  about	  going	  from	  the	  
simulated	  experience	  of	  student	  teaching	  to	  being	  the	  person	  completely	  in	  charge.”	  This	  feeling	  of	  
excitement	  carries	  new	  teachers	  through	  the	  first	  few	  weeks	  of	  school.	  

Survival	  Phase	  

The	  first	  month	  of	  school	  is	  very	  overwhelming	  for	  new	  teachers.	  They	  are	  learning	  a	  lot	  and	  at	  a	  very	  
rapid	  pace.	  Beginning	  teachers	  are	  instantly	  bombarded	  with	  a	  variety	  of	  problems	  and	  situations	  they	  
had	  not	  anticipated.	  Despite	  teacher	  preparation	  programs,	  new	  teachers	  are	  caught	  off	  guard	  by	  the	  
realities	  of	  teaching.	  “I	  thought	  I’d	  be	  busy,	  something	  like	  student	  teaching,	  but	  this	  is	  crazy.	  I’m	  feeling	  
like	  I’m	  constantly	  running.	  It’s	  hard	  to	  focus	  on	  other	  aspects	  of	  my	  life.”	  

During	  the	  survival	  phase,	  most	  new	  teachers	  struggle	  to	  keep	  their	  heads	  above	  water.	  They	  become	  
very	  focused	  and	  consumed	  with	  the	  day-‐to-‐day	  routine	  of	  teaching.	  There	  is	  little	  time	  to	  stop	  and	  
reflect	  on	  their	  experiences.	  It	  is	  not	  uncommon	  for	  new	  teachers	  to	  spend	  up	  to	  70	  hours	  a	  week	  on	  
schoolwork.	  

Particularly	  overwhelming	  is	  the	  constant	  need	  to	  develop	  curriculum.	  Veteran	  teachers	  routinely	  reuse	  
excellent	  lessons	  and	  units	  from	  the	  past.	  New	  teachers,	  still	  uncertain	  of	  what	  will	  really	  work,	  must	  
develop	  their	  lessons	  for	  the	  first	  time.	  Even	  depending	  on	  unfamiliar	  prepared	  curriculum	  such	  as	  
textbooks	  is	  enormously	  time	  consuming.	  

“I	  thought	  there	  would	  be	  more	  time	  to	  get	  everything	  done.	  It’s	  like	  working	  three	  jobs:	  7:30–2:30;	  
2:30–6:30,	  with	  more	  time	  spent	  in	  the	  evening	  and	  on	  weekends.”	  Although	  tired	  and	  surprised	  by	  the	  
amount	  of	  work,	  first-‐year	  teachers	  usually	  maintain	  a	  tremendous	  amount	  of	  energy	  and	  commitment	  
during	  the	  survival	  phase,	  harboring	  hope	  that	  soon	  the	  turmoil	  will	  subside.	  
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Disillusionment	  Phase	  

After	  six	  to	  eight	  weeks	  of	  nonstop	  work	  and	  stress,	  new	  teachers	  enter	  the	  disillusionment	  phase.	  The	  
intensity	  and	  length	  of	  the	  phase	  varies	  among	  new	  teachers.	  The	  extensive	  time	  commitment,	  the	  
realization	  that	  things	  are	  probably	  not	  going	  as	  smoothly	  as	  they	  want,	  and	  low	  morale	  contribute	  to	  
this	  period	  of	  disenchantment.	  New	  teachers	  begin	  questioning	  both	  their	  commitment	  and	  their	  
competence.	  Many	  new	  teachers	  get	  sick	  during	  this	  phase.	  

Compounding	  an	  already	  difficult	  situation	  is	  the	  fact	  that	  new	  teachers	  are	  confronted	  with	  several	  new	  
events	  during	  this	  time	  frame.	  They	  are	  faced	  with	  back-‐to-‐school	  night,	  parent	  conferences,	  and	  their	  
first	  formal	  evaluation	  by	  the	  site	  administrator.	  Each	  of	  these	  important	  milestones	  places	  an	  already	  
vulnerable	  individual	  in	  a	  very	  stressful	  situation.	  

Back-‐to-‐school	  night	  means	  giving	  a	  speech	  to	  parents	  about	  plans	  for	  the	  year	  that	  are	  most	  likely	  still	  
unclear	  in	  the	  new	  teacher’s	  mind.	  Some	  parents	  are	  uneasy	  when	  they	  realize	  the	  teacher	  is	  just	  
beginning	  and	  many	  times	  pose	  questions	  or	  make	  demands	  that	  intimidate	  a	  new	  teacher.	  

Parent	  conferences	  require	  new	  teachers	  to	  be	  highly	  organized,	  articulate,	  tactful,	  and	  prepared	  to	  
confer	  with	  parents	  about	  each	  student’s	  progress.	  This	  type	  of	  communication	  with	  parents	  can	  be	  
awkward	  and	  difficult	  for	  a	  beginning	  teacher.	  New	  teachers	  generally	  begin	  with	  the	  idea	  that	  parents	  
are	  partners	  in	  the	  learning	  process	  and	  are	  not	  prepared	  for	  parents’	  concerns	  or	  criticisms.	  These	  
criticisms	  hit	  new	  teachers	  at	  a	  time	  of	  waning	  self-‐esteem.	  

This	  is	  also	  the	  first	  time	  that	  new	  teachers	  are	  formally	  evaluated	  by	  their	  principal.	  They	  are,	  for	  the	  
most	  part,	  uncertain	  about	  the	  process	  itself	  and	  anxious	  about	  their	  own	  competence	  and	  ability	  to	  
perform.	  Developing	  and	  presenting	  a	  “showpiece”	  lesson	  is	  time-‐consuming	  and	  stressful.	  

During	  the	  disillusionment	  phase,	  classroom	  management	  is	  a	  major	  source	  of	  distress.	  “I	  thought	  I’d	  be	  
focusing	  more	  on	  curriculum	  and	  less	  on	  classroom	  management	  and	  discipline.	  I’m	  stressed	  because	  I	  
have	  some	  very	  problematic	  students	  who	  are	  low	  academically,	  and	  I	  think	  about	  them	  every	  second	  
my	  eyes	  are	  open.”	  

At	  this	  point,	  the	  accumulated	  stress	  of	  the	  first-‐year	  teacher,	  coupled	  with	  months	  of	  excessive	  time	  
allotted	  to	  teaching,	  often	  brings	  complaints	  from	  family	  members	  and	  friends.	  This	  is	  a	  very	  difficult	  
and	  challenging	  phase	  for	  new	  entries	  into	  the	  profession.	  They	  express	  self-‐doubt,	  have	  lower	  self-‐
esteem,	  and	  question	  their	  professional	  commitment.	  In	  fact,	  getting	  through	  this	  phase	  may	  be	  the	  
toughest	  challenge	  they	  face	  as	  a	  new	  teacher.	  

Rejuvenation	  

The	  rejuvenation	  phase	  is	  characterized	  by	  a	  slow	  rise	  in	  the	  new	  teacher’s	  attitude	  toward	  teaching.	  It	  
generally	  begins	  in	  January.	  Having	  a	  winter	  break	  makes	  a	  tremendous	  difference	  for	  new	  teachers.	  It	  
allows	  them	  to	  resume	  a	  more	  normal	  lifestyle,	  with	  plenty	  of	  rest,	  food,	  exercise,	  and	  time	  for	  family	  
and	  friends.	  This	  vacation	  is	  the	  first	  opportunity	  that	  new	  teachers	  have	  for	  organizing	  materials	  and	  
planning	  curriculum.	  It	  is	  a	  time	  for	  them	  to	  sort	  through	  materials	  that	  have	  accumulated	  and	  prepare	  
new	  ones.	  This	  breath	  of	  fresh	  air	  gives	  novice	  teachers	  a	  broader	  perspective	  with	  renewed	  hope.	  

They	  seem	  ready	  to	  put	  past	  problems	  behind	  them.	  A	  better	  understanding	  of	  the	  system,	  an	  
acceptance	  of	  the	  realities	  of	  teaching,	  and	  a	  sense	  of	  accomplishment	  help	  to	  rejuvenate	  new	  teachers.	  
Through	  their	  experiences	  in	  the	  first	  half	  of	  the	  year,	  beginning	  teachers	  gain	  new	  coping	  strategies	  and	  
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skills	  to	  prevent,	  reduce,	  or	  manage	  many	  problems	  they	  are	  likely	  to	  encounter	  in	  the	  second	  half	  of	  
the	  year.	  Many	  feel	  a	  great	  sense	  of	  relief	  that	  they	  have	  made	  it	  through	  the	  first	  half	  of	  the	  year.	  
During	  this	  phase,	  new	  teachers	  focus	  on	  curriculum	  development,	  long-‐term	  planning,	  and	  teaching	  
strategies.	  

“I’m	  really	  excited	  about	  my	  story	  writing	  center,	  although	  the	  organization	  of	  it	  has	  at	  times	  been	  
haphazard.	  Story	  writing	  has	  definitely	  been	  revived	  by	  journals.”	  The	  rejuvenation	  phase	  tends	  to	  last	  
into	  spring	  with	  many	  ups	  and	  downs	  along	  the	  way.	  Toward	  the	  end	  of	  this	  phase,	  new	  teachers	  begin	  
to	  raise	  concerns	  about	  whether	  they	  can	  get	  everything	  done	  prior	  to	  the	  end	  of	  school.	  They	  also	  
wonder	  how	  their	  students	  will	  do	  on	  the	  tests,	  questioning	  once	  again	  their	  own	  effectiveness	  as	  
teachers.	  “I’m	  fearful	  of	  these	  big	  tests.	  Can	  you	  be	  fired	  if	  your	  kids	  do	  poorly?	  I	  don’t	  know	  enough	  
about	  them	  to	  know	  what	  I	  haven’t	  taught,	  and	  I’m	  sure	  it’s	  a	  lot.”	  

Reflection	  

The	  reflection	  phase	  beginning	  in	  May	  is	  a	  particularly	  invigorating	  time	  for	  first-‐year	  teachers.	  
Reflecting	  back	  over	  the	  year,	  they	  highlight	  events	  that	  were	  successful	  and	  those	  that	  were	  not.	  They	  
think	  about	  the	  various	  changes	  that	  they	  plan	  to	  make	  the	  following	  year	  in	  management,	  curriculum,	  
and	  teaching	  strategies.	  The	  end	  is	  in	  sight,	  and	  they	  have	  almost	  made	  it;	  but	  more	  importantly,	  a	  
vision	  emerges	  as	  to	  what	  their	  second	  year	  will	  look	  like,	  which	  brings	  them	  to	  a	  new	  phase	  of	  
anticipation.	  “I	  think	  that	  for	  next	  year	  I’d	  like	  to	  start	  the	  letter	  puppets	  earlier	  in	  the	  year	  to	  introduce	  
the	  kids	  to	  more	  letters.”	  

It	  is	  critical	  that	  we	  assist	  new	  teachers	  and	  ease	  the	  transition	  from	  student	  teacher	  to	  full-‐time	  
professional.	  Recognizing	  the	  phases	  new	  teachers	  go	  through	  gives	  us	  a	  framework	  within	  which	  we	  
can	  begin	  to	  design	  support	  programs	  to	  make	  the	  first	  year	  of	  teaching	  a	  more	  positive	  experience	  for	  
our	  new	  colleagues.	  
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Reflecting on a Mentoring 
Success
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F O R M A T I V E  A S S E S S M E N T  T O O L :  I N S T R U C T I O N A L  C O A C H I N G 

COLLABORATIVE ASSESSMENT LOG

Name or Group:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Coach:  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level/Subject Area: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Date:  ____________________________________________________________

Professional Goal(s):  _______________________________________________________________________________________________ Teaching Standard Focus:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

WHITE/TEACHER  •  YELLOW/COACH © 2014, 2015 New Teacher Center. All rights reserved.    TL-CALIC-US-1704-EN

Mark all that apply: 
❍  Analyzing Student Work 
❍  Co-Assessing Teaching Practice
❍  Collaborating with Colleagues
❍  Communicating with Families
❍  Determining Instructional Groups

❍  Developing/Reviewing Professional Goals
❍  Discussing Case Study Student(s)
❍  Discussing Content Standard(s)
❍  Developing IEP/Planning for IEP Meeting
❍  Identifying/Adapting Curricular Resources

❍  Knowing Students Academically 
❍  Knowing Students Across Multiple Dimensions
❍  Modeling Lesson(s)
❍  Observing and Conferencing
❍  Planning Instruction

✚  What’s Working? (How do you know? Cite evidence of instructional decisions  
and student learning when applicable.)

Teacher/Group Next Steps: 

▲  Current Focus—Challenges—Concerns:  

 
Coach Next Steps:

 
What aspects of our work together provide the most support and impact on your practice? What would support you going forward?

Next meeting date:___________________________________________________________________________________________ Focus: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

❍  Problem Solving
❍  Reflecting
❍  Reviewing Inquiry Cycle Action Plan
❍  Using Technology
❍  Other ____________________________________________
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Mentoring Conversation

Assess Needs

• Identify successes and challenges
• Make connections and build 

relationships

Establish a 
Focus

• Paraphrase and clarify
• Prioritize needs
• Link to professional teaching 

standards

Support the 
Teacher’s 
Movement 
Forward

• Facilitate inquiry, analysis, reflection, 
and problem-solving

• Collaboratively plan and prepare
• Instruct and provide resources

Promote 
Accountability

• Identify specific next steps
• Agree upon ways to measure 

outcomes
• Determine possible evidence 

A PROTOCOL
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Paraphrasing Clar ify ing
Paraphr asi ng com m uni cates that the listener…

Li s tened car eful l y  
U nder s tood w hat was said  
Ex tends thi nk i ng
Cares

Paraphr asi ng involves:
• Restating in your  ow n w or ds
• Sum m ar i zing
• Or gani z i ng

Possible par aphr as i ng stems include:
So,…
In other
words,…  I t  
sounds like…
There are several key poi nts  you’re br i ngi ng up…  
F r om  w hat you’re saying,…
You’re pr i m ar ily  concer ned with…

C l ar i fy ing com muni cates  that the listener…
H ear d w hat the speaker said
but does not ful l y under s tand w hat was said

C l ar i fy ing involves ask i ng a ques t i on ( di r ec t or   
i m pl i ed) to:

• Gather m or e i nfor m ation
• Discover the m eani ng of the l anguage used
• Learn m or e about the speaker’s reasoning
• Seek connec t i ons  betw een ideas
• D evel op or  m ai ntai n afocus

Possible c l ar i fy i ng stems include:  
Let m e see i f  I understand…  
Can you tel l  m e m or eabout…?
It w oul d hel p m e under s tand i f you’ d give m e an  

example of…
So, are you saying/sugges ti ng…?  
W hat do you m ean by…?
H ow  are you feel i ng about…?

Me d ia t iona l Question s No n -Ju d g me nta l Responses

M edi at i onal  ques t i ons  hel p br i ng about a new   
under s tandi ng by pos i ng ques t i ons that ex tend  
thi nk i ng, learning, and planning.

M edi at i onal  ques t i ons  hel p the colleague:
• H ypothes i ze w hat m i ght happen
• Anal yze w hat w or ked or di dn’ t
• Im agi ne possibilities
• C om par e i ntended plans and outcom esw i th  

w hat ac tual l y happened

Possible m edi at i onal  ques t i on stems include:
What’s another  way you might…?  
W hat w oul d i t l ook like if…?
W hat do you thi nk w oul d happen if…?  
H ow  was…different f r om (like)…?
W hat sor t of an i m pac t do you think…?  
W hat c r i teri a doyou use to…?
W hen have you done som ethi ng like…before?  
W hat do you thi nk  about…?
H ow di d you decide…? ( com e to that conclusion?)
W hat m i ght you see happeni ng in your   

classroom if…?
W hat m i ght have contr i buted to…
W hat do you think…might have been thi nk i ng  

or feeling?

N on- j udgm ental  responses com m uni cate that the  
listener is open- m i nded, encouragi ng, and interested.

N on- j udgm ental  responses hel p to:
• Bui l d tr us t
• Pr om ote an internal locus of contr ol
• Encourage self-assessm ent
• D evel op begi nni ng teacher autonom y
• Foster r i sk -taki ng

Possible non- j udgm ental  responses include:  
Ident i fy i ng w hat w or ked and w hy

I not i ced w hen you...the s tudents really...
Encour agi ng

I t  sounds like you have a num ber  of ideas to  
t r y out!

Ask i ng the teacher  to self-assess
In w hat ways di d the lesson go as you expected?  
W hat di dn’ t  you expect?

Ask i ng the teacher  to i dent i fy  her /hi s  role  
W hat i ns tr uc ti onal decisions m ade the  
lesson successful?

Show i ng enthusiasm for and i nter es t in the  
teacher’s w or k  and thi nk i ng

I’m i nter es ted in l ear ni ng/hear ing m or e about…  
I’m really l ook i ng for w ar d to…

F OR M A T I V E A S SE S S M E NT A ND S UP P OR T RE S OU RCE

Mentoring Language
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Learning Journey

Outcomes:

By the end of the Forum, Clovis mentors will be able to:
Ø Gain strategies from our peers to support teachers
Ø Practice the use of mentoring language within protocols
Ø Understand the ILP to coach and support teachers

Agenda:

q Connector: Analysis of Teacher Success
q Overview ~ Outcomes ~ Agenda
q Learning 1: Individual Learning Plan
q Choice Session: 
o EOC: Inquiry Cycle
o Overview of Observation Cycle 

q Closure & Reflection
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S Strategic Reflects an important dimension of what 
your teacher seeks to accomplish

M Measureable
Includes standards by which an agreement 
can be made on whether the goal has been 
met

A Ambitious
Challenging enough that achievement would 
mean significant progress, a “stretch” for the 
teacher

R Realistic

Not so challenging as to indicate lack of 
thought about resources or execution; 
possible to track and worth the time and 
energy to do so

T Time-bound Includes a clear deadline

Step 1:
Create 

Learning Plan

Step 2:
Reflect on 
Progress

Step 3:
Reassess and 

Plan

Individual Learning Plan
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Individual Learning Plan Steps

1. Login to Learning Zone 

2. Go to My Tools

3. From the People Page, select a teacher’s toolset.

4. Select Co-Assessment Individual Learning Plan to view the 
tool.

5. To create a new plan, select the New button. 

6. Set-up your plan: 
a) Start with an Initial, Mid-Year, or End-of-Year 

assessment
b) Select up to 4 standard sub-elements, and confirm your 

selections at the bottom.

7. On the tool entry, you can customize the learning plan name, 
and update the General Information. 

8. Enter the ratings and supporting text (evidence, strengths, 
and areas of growth) for each standard selected. Click Save 
when you are finished. 
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Individual Reflection

o How did it feel to engage in a coaching 
conversation around your professional goals? 

o What might you consider as your support the 
goal setting process with teachers? 

A goal without a plan is just a wish. 
Antoine de Saint Exupéry, aviator and author of Le Petit Prince (The Little Prince)
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Classroom Observation Cycle

Pre-Observation 
Conversation

In-Class 
Observation/       

Data Collection

Post-Observation 
Co-Analysis

• Mentor Preparation
• Conversation/Data Analysis

Options: 
• Lesson Planning
• Analysis of Student 
Learning
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Classroom Observations
THINK, WRITE, SHARE

Write about one or both:

• When being observed or observing other 
teachers, what conditions or protocols 
have contributed to a positive 
observation/feedback process?

• How has observation of your practice 
provided you with evidence that has 
changed your practice?
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Pre-Observation Planning 
Conversation Protocol
KEY STEPS

Clarify Lesson Context

Analyze the Task and 
Standard

Discuss the Lesson

Determine Focus for 
Data Collection
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Using Data
DISCUSSION PROMPT

How are observation data like having a 
third “voice” in a mentoring 
conversation?

What are some advantages or benefits 
of using classroom observation data 
with beginning teachers?
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Post-Observation 
Conversation Protocol
KEY STEPS

Frame the 
conversation and 
review objectives

Summarize 
impressions

Analyze

Draw conclusions and 
set next steps

Reflect on 
observation process

Packet Page 34 
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Quote It Reflection

As you reflect on this forum, read the quote 
and respond to the following prompts:

One thing that inspired me…

Revised Statement:

Final Statement:

Because of that inspiration, I will…

Revised Statement:

Final Statement:



Professional Learning Series for Mentors: Year 1

Andrew Ward
Marc Dembowski

November 28, 2018

Day 1

Using Data to Inform Instruction
Please sign in to Learning Zone

https:/learningzone.ntcportal.org
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Table Group Discussion

§ What were the important concepts
from Day 1?

§ What are you still wrestling with? What 
questions do you have?

§ As you think about applying these skills, 
what will you be focusing on today? 

§ How can we, as presenters, support your 
learning?

Packet Page 17
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Outcomes
§ Reflect upon mentoring experiences and evidence that 

demonstrates your work with beginning teachers

§ Examine Analyzing Student Learning and other data to plan 
standards-aligned, scaffolded lessons that support the diverse 
needs of students in an Optimal Learning Environment

§ Practice self-awareness and perspective-taking in order to 
mitigate bias and ensure equitable learning opportunities when 
analyzing student learning

§ Integrate the Analyzing Student Learning process and tool into 
the mentoring cycle as a way to inform planning and instruction

Packet Page 18
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Agenda
§ Connector: Reconnecting Through Reflection

§ Analyzing Student Learning with a Strengths-Based 
Approach

§ Teacher Mindsets and Perspective-Taking

§ Communicating with Administrators

§ Application to Practice

§ Content Exploration

§ Closure



Professional Learning Series for Mentors: Year 1

Andrew Ward
Marc Dembowski

September 29, 2018

Day 2

https:/learningzone.ntcportal.org

Using Data to Inform Instruction
Please sign in to Learning Zone
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Table Group Discussion

§ What were the important concepts
from Day 1?

§ What are you still wrestling with? What 
questions do you have?

§ As you think about applying these skills, 
what will you be focusing on today? 

§ How can we, as presenters, support your 
learning?

Packet Page 17
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Outcomes
§ Reflect upon mentoring experiences and evidence that 

demonstrates your work with beginning teachers

§ Examine Analyzing Student Learning and other data to plan 
standards-aligned, scaffolded lessons that support the diverse 
needs of students in an Optimal Learning Environment

§ Practice self-awareness and perspective-taking in order to 
mitigate bias and ensure equitable learning opportunities when 
analyzing student learning

§ Integrate the Analyzing Student Learning process and tool into 
the mentoring cycle as a way to inform planning and instruction

Packet Page 18
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Agenda
§ Connector: Reconnecting Through Reflection

§ Analyzing Student Learning with a Strengths-Based 
Approach

§ Teacher Mindsets and Perspective-Taking

§ Communicating with Administrators

§ Application to Practice

§ Content Exploration

§ Closure
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Mentoring Insights 

CONNECTOR: REVISIT EXTENDED LEARNING

Collaborative Assessment Log 

Planning Conversation Guide

Knowing Teachers

Phases of First-Year Teaching

Mentoring for Equity

Part 2. Discuss with a partner:
§ How does the tool(s) you selected help teachers learn more about their

professional practice – their knowledge, skills, and dispositions as a teacher?

§ How has your understanding of the phases of first-year teaching or mentoring for
equity influenced your mentoring practice?

§ What else are you learning?

Part 1. Reflect on your experience with one of the following:
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Outcomes and Agenda – Day 1

CONNECTOR: REVISIT EXTENDED LEARNING

Outcomes Reflect upon mentoring experiences and evidence that 

demonstrates your work with beginning teachers

Examine Analyzing Student Learning and other data to plan 

standards-aligned, scaffolded lessons that support the diverse 

needs of students in an Optimal Learning Environment

Practice self-awareness and perspective-taking in order to mitigate 

bias and ensure equitable learning opportunities when analyzing 

student learning

Integrate the Analyzing Student Learning process and tool into the 

mentoring cycle as a way to inform planning and instruction

Agenda Connector: Revisit Extended Learning

Analyzing Student Learning: The Big Picture

Analyzing Student Learning: Prepare, Sort, and Analyze

Scaffolding to Support Equitable Learning Opportunities

Practicing a Conversation

Closure
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Outcomes and Agenda – Day 2

CONNECTOR: RECONNECTING THROUGH REFLECTION

Agenda Connector: Reconnecting through Reflection

Approaching Student Learning with a Strengths-Based Approach

Teacher Mindsets and Perspective-Taking

Communicating with Administrators 

Application to Practice

Closure

Outcomes Reflect upon mentoring experiences and evidence that 
demonstrates your work with beginning teachers

Examine Analyzing Student Learning and other data to plan 
standards-based, scaffolded lessons that support the diverse needs 
of students in an Optimal Learning Environment

Practice self-awareness and perspective-taking in order to mitigate 
bias and ensure equitable learning opportunities when analyzing 
student learning

Integrate the Analyzing Student Learning process and tool into the 
mentoring cycle as a way to inform planning and instruction

Content Exploration



 
Clovis Unified Induction Program 

in partnership with the New Teacher Center 
presents a professional learning opportunity 

for Active CUSD Induction Mentors 
Instructional Coaching:   

Observation and Feedback 
 

     DATES:     Monday, March 19, 2018 and  
                                         Tuesday March 20, 2018 
 

     TIME:        8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. (lunch on your own) 
 

LOCATION:  Professional Learning Center                 
           *Substitute costs will be covered by CUSD Induction Program.. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

***Limited Seating*** 
 

If you are interested in attending, please send an email to 
lynnbrannan@cusd.com by Wednesday, February 28, 2018 

 
IMPORTANT:  A confirmation email with additional details  

will be sent to  Mentor Teachers selected to attend. 

 Learning Outcomes 
• Identify and mentor for evidence of targeted aspects - grade-level content standards in 

instruction and learning 
• Use protocols, tools, and mentoring language that support an effective classroom 

observation cycle 
• Demonstrate active listening and apply strategies for providing actionable feedback 
• Self-assess mentoring practice 

 

mailto:lynnbrannan@cusd.com
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